WHY ATTEND THE HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY AND SOLUTIONS SUMMIT (HPE TSS)?

WHY HPE TSS IS A WIN FOR YOU AND YOUR COMPANY

LET’S ACCELERATE NEXT FOR YOU
We see a world where everything computes. Our world is shifting from large data centers to small centers of data everywhere from edge to cloud. The explosion of built-in intelligence, hyper-connectivity and explosion of data from the edge is reshaping markets. In this edge-to-cloud world, the future will belong to the fast! Join us in Paris, to understand how HPE advances the way we live and work, powered by our edge-to-cloud strategy and HPE Pointnext innovations like HPE GreenLake.

HPE TSS is Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s once a year, largest and most comprehensive technical and solutions knowledge transfer event for European, Middle East and African HPE and partner technical communities.

Make sure you don’t miss HPE TSS 2020 where our technical qualified audience, almost 3000 Presales Consultants and Solution Architects, works and engages to drive new business innovation. With direct access to HPE gurus and engineers, as well as Chief Technologists from the world’s most successful organizations, HPE TSS 2020 is the place to get real insights and practical next steps to make your transformation real!

Review the content of the 350+ technical sessions offered, the demo labs and the guest speakers and make a list of the reasons why that would be valuable to grow new business for your company.
DEDICATED TIME FOR LEARNING
Personalize your experience and make your agenda your own. With hundreds technical and business break-out sessions to choose from, learn more about current HPE solutions and understand the value of new ones. Watch demonstrations, test drive new platforms and products and see firsthand how HPE solutions can help your business and your customers succeed! The popular Testing Center is always a must: take advantage of the free exam opportunity, advancing yours skills, so you can improve processes and innovate faster! Why not present to your company new insights you have learned from HPE TSS, keeping yourself “Top of mind” for that next opportunity?

HELPING YOU IN GETTING AND MAINTAINING YOUR HPE CONTINUOUS LEARNING BADGES
HPE continuous learning enables partners to stay up-to-date on the latest HPE products and solutions resulting in higher value and higher margin opportunities with your customers.

HPE has provided a series of comprehensive and concise continuous learning paths for use by both partners and its own field employees to keep them current on the latest innovation in a very efficient manner.

Attending HPE TSS sessions (indicated as valid for continuous learning in the agenda) allows you to collect continuous learning equivalences for the different continuous learning Products & Solutions Badges.

TESTING CENTER AT TSS
Take the opportunity to validate your skills and competencies by renewing or getting new HPE certifications.

A testing center is available during TSS week, allowing you to take several exams (max 2 HPE0/HPE6 exams and max 1 HPE2 voucher per person) at no additional cost, as part of the HPE TSS Partner conference package.

EXHIBITION AREA
HPE TSS is a place where all experts come together, a fantastic opportunity to network with colleagues, peers and 1000+ HPE Presales engineers. The Exhibition Area will foster opportunities to spend some time during the week to meet directly with our top partners offering industry-leading joint solutions for your enterprise.

HPE TSS is also a great way to broaden your network by exchanging ideas with your peers. Make those connections, grow your business and lead your company and customers to success. Evening networking events are held during the “Premium Sponsor” Welcome on Tuesday and the “Platinum Sponsor” Reception on Thursday, allowing you to broaden your network even further.
REGIONAL SESSIONS
Talk to your peers in other companies, discuss their problems which could be unique to your geography or country and understand how they solved them. Use the above to justify how HPE TSS can foster networking, enabling you to meet new people and ask if there are any specific contacts or questions your company would like answered.

WHERE CAN I LEARN MORE?
Visit HPE TSS website
To register or for any queries, email: Enterprise.Technology.Summit@hpe.com or contact your local Partner Business Manager.

ALREADY REGISTERED?
Help others by sharing this document.